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Harold is Emeritus Professor of Prosthodontics at King’s College Dental Institute,
London. He is also in speciality private practice. He has recently had his name
inscribed on the Hall of Fame in Prosthodontics at the renowned Ohio State
University College of Dentistry, the only name from outside North America!
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progress; it will highlight

in our armamentarium, albeit

the lessons to be learnt from

in a changed role; similarly, the

mindless technique worship

tooth-supported ﬁxed prosthesis.
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Course Objectives

signiﬁcance upon any restoration

The place of osseointegration

1 To help the practitioner
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developments within
Prosthodontics.

placed in the mouth - a factor

techniques in modern

today overlooked at the peril of

prosthodontics will be examined

operator and patient alike.

in the light of the speaker’s ﬁrst
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of others.

Furthermore the oral environment

30 years experience in the ﬁeld

is better understood.

and initial 50 in years the specialty.

Within one professional
lifetime prosthodontics
has progressed from the
hammering of swaged metal
to the hum of computer
driven CAD/CAM systems.
Imaging, diagnostic methods
and treatment modalities
have made unimaginable
strides providing the
specialty with life enhancing
therapeutic possibilities.
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from modern techniques.
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